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Training production parameters of context- 
dependent phones for speech recognition 
Mats Blomberg 

Abstract 
A representation form of acoustic information in a trained phone library at the production 
parametric as well as the spectral level is described. The phones are trained in the parametric 
domain and are transformed to the spectral domain by means of a synthesis procedure. By 
this twofold description, potentially more powerful procedures for speaker adaptation and 
generation of unseen triphones can be explored, while the more robust spectral represen- 
tation can be used for recognition. 

Context-dependent phones are represented by control parameters to a cascade formant 
synthesiser. During training, the parameters are extracted using an analysis-by-synthesis 
technique and the trajectories are approximated by piece-wise linear segments. For 
recognition, the parameter tracks are transformed to a sequence of spectral subphone states, 
similar to a Hidden Markov model. Recognition is performed by Viterbi search in a finite- 
state network. 

Recognition experiments have been performed on Swedish connected-digit strings 
pronounced by seven male speakers. In one experiment, unseen triphones were created by 
concatenating monophones and diphones and interpolating the parameter trajectories 
between line endpoints. In another, speaker adaptation was based on generalisation of 
dzflerences of observed triphones from the phone library. 

With optimum weighting of duration information, the results for cross-speaker recognition, 
speaker adaptation, and multi-speaker training were 98.5%, 98.9% and 99.1 % correct digit 
recognition, respectively. Preliminary experiments with created unseen triphones show no 
improvement. 

In informal listening tests of resynthesised digit strings from concatenation of trained 
triphones, the speech has been judged as intelligible, however, far from natural. 

Introduction 
A spoken utterance is a result of several individual processes that contribute in 
generating the speech signal. This relation is only to a minor extent accounted for in 
speech recognition systems that are commonly trained on the combined effect of all 
these components in the form of spectral properties of the speech signal. If training 
could be performed separately for some of the underlying components, and these could 
later be combined for recognition, this would result in an important increase in system 
flexibility and reduction in the required training data size. A description that is more 
closely related to the human speech production mechanism would be a better choice in 
this respect than the spectral representation. Such a representation offers several 
potential advantages. Data can be shared if they describe properties that are common to 
a group of phonemes, such as voice characteristics, vocal tract length and nasal 
resonance frequencies. Correlation between phonemes could be estimated, knowing 
what parts of the production system that are common to different phonemes. 
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We have previously worked along a production based line using speech synthesis 
procedures for generating phoneme prototype spectra for recognition (Blomberg, 1989, 
1933). In such a combined system, the recognition performance is highly dependent on 
the quality of the synthetic speech and quality improvement will have benefits for both 
recognition and synthesis. We think that it is possible and desirable to have a single 
niodel of speech production for both recognition and synthesis purposes. Naturally, 
there are specific problems in each domain. For example, stochastic modelling is more 
important for recognition, where the speech variability needs to be addressed. 
Nevertheless, the variation may be described in terms of the production model instead 
of the spectral characteristics. For synthesis, an important feature is an automatically 
trainable algorithm and an automatic evaluation of the quality of the synthesised 
speech. Work is pursued in these directions by several groups. For a survey, see 
Carlson (1991). 

In our previous work, the reference data were determined from published reports on 
formant frequencies of the Swedish vowels and on a manual analysis-by-synthesis 
procedure for one male speaker. Due to the labour-intensiveness of the latter 
technique, only context-independent phoneme data for one male speaker were 
collected. However, automatically trainable models are desired in order to handle 
variations in acoustic environment, speaker characteristics and large vocabularies. This 
report describes the continuation of our work into automatic training of a context- 
dependent phone library. 

Previous work on recognition-by-synthesis has used automatic training and 
adaptation of the synthesis algorithms in different ways. Hunt (1984) tried spectral 
transformation techniques of the synthesiser output to adapt it to natural voices. Bridle 
& Ralls (1983) have described a method for adjusting synthesis models for a parallel 
formant synthesiser based on single natural utterances. Formant frequencies and 
amplitude targets in a phone library were adjusted so that the rule-generated parameter 
tracks matched as closely as possible those obtained from analysis-by-synthesis of a 
natural utterance. Holmes & Pearce (1990) used a similar technique, but used the 
spectral error between the natural utterance and the resynthesised speech signal as 
distance metric for the adjustment. The parameter tracks in a segment were specified 
by boundary values, transition duration at both ends and a target value to be maintained 
between the transitions. They reported good quality of resynthesised speech with 
preserved voice quality of the original speaker. 

Brierton & Sedgwick (1993) described algorithms for tuning the acoustic-phonetic 
segment library of a speech synthesiser to a specific talker. The synthesiser was used 
for generating reference data to a speech recogniser. The tuned speech sounded more 
natural and more like the original talker. The aim of the recognition experiments was 
to derive an acoustic-phonetic transcription of incoming speech, but these efforts were 
unsuccessful. 

Sagisaka & Sato (1986) and Sagisaka (1988) have presented techniques for 
automatically selecting context-dependent allophone units for synthesis from a natural 
speech corpus. A similar technique, called context-oriented clustering, was developed 
by Nakajima & Hamada (1988). Besides synthesis applications, they stated that the 
technique could be modified to be used for speech recognition. 
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Temporal decomposition is a mathematical representation of the speech acoustic 
structure. With this technique, the spectral evolution between two targets can be 
reconstructed by weighting functions operating on the target spectra. It was originally 
developed for speech coding purposes (Atal, 1983), but has also been proposed as a 
possible technique for speech synthesis and recognition (Bimbot & Atal, 1991). 

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have generally been used as a powerful tool in 
speech recognition. It has also been tried for synthesis purposes (Falaschi et al., 1989). 

A majority of the above studies have used a spectral representation form for 
training. Spectrally based features are robust and easy to extract, but they are less 
powerful in describing phonetic relations than production oriented parameters. The 
latter information is, on the other hand, more difficult to extract and high processing 
power is required if the parameters are to be tracked in a real-time system. In our work, 
we try to combine the advantages of the two representations by training the system at 
the control parameter level and converting the trained data to the spectral domain, 
where recognition takes place. Since the real-time requirements generally are lower 
during training, we can afford a detailed and more accurate parameter analysis 
procedure. In supervised adaptation mode, when the identity of the utterance is known, 
we can apply constraints on the range of the parameters, which will further increase the 
accuracy of the tracked parameters. The computational load during the analysis 
procedure currently inhibits on-line adaptation, which is of little importance in this 
research type system. 

We have briefly reported on our work along these lines earlier (Blomberg & 
Carlson, 1993). This report gives a more detailed description. First, our synthesiser 
architecture, the technique chosen for parameter tracking, and a representation 
technique of context-dependent phones in the parametric and the spectral domains, are 
described. Resynthesis using concatenation of trained phone models is exemplified. 
The procedure for converting the statistical distribution from the parametric to the 
spectral domain is also explained. Finally, recognition experiments are reported using 
the trained phone models. Preliminary work regarding speaker adaptation and creation 
of unseen triphones is also reported. 

Synthesis model 
We use a cascade formant synthesiser for the transformation from control parameters 
to their corresponding frequency spectra. The synthesis model is based on the OVE-I11 
architecture (Liljencrants, 1968). A modified version was used by Blomberg (1993). In 
this report, some further modifications have been made in order to enable a better 
spectral match to natural speech. A block diagram of the synthesiser is shown in Figure 
1. 

One difference from the standard OVE-I11 model is the excitation of the nasal 
branch. In the original model, there is a separate parameter that controls the amplitude 
in the nasal branch. We have replaced this amplitude control by a nasalisation 
parameter that controls the proportion of the voice source energy that goes into the 
vocal tract and the nasal branch. This structure is regarded as being in better 
correspondence with acoustic theory (Fant, 1960). A single parameter now controls the 

I 
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degree of nasalisation of a vowel from no nasalisation to a nasal consonant with no 
oral output. Nasal consonants and nasalised vowels are well-known difficulties of most 
speech synthesisers. Currently, we use five poles and four zeroes for the nasal branch 
in comparison to 6 poles and two zeroes used in Blomberg (1993). 

The excitation function for voiced sounds is generated using the LF model (Fant et 
al., 1985), which generates a differentiated glottal flow waveform. The differentiation 
accounts for the lip radiation impedance. One derived parameter of the LF model that 
will be discussed later in this report is the voice source cut-off frequency, fa , which is 
the frequency-domain equivalent to ta , the time constant of the return phase of the 
differentiated glottal flow. Above fa,  the voice source spectrum slope is -6 dBIoctave. 

The excitation function for fricatives is white noise. The aspirative source is 
empirically given a flat spectrum below 2000 Hz and a slight fall above this frequency. 
In comparison, Stevens (1971) reports the aspirative source to have a broad spectral 
maximum around 500 Hz. The aspirative and fricative branches are given a high 
frequency emphasis of +6 dB1octave to model the lip radiation impedance. 

The transfer function of the fricative branch contains four poles and one zero. The 
two lowest fricative poles have the same frequencies as formants number two and 
three in the vocal branch. This modification from the standard OVE I11 model is 
intended to give formant continuity in fricative consonants in intervocalic position. 

LF voice AN 

source 
' F l - F 9  - FZ 

Aspiration 
NP1 - NP5 - NZ1 - NZ4 . 

noise 

Frication 
F2 - F3 - P1 - P2 - Zl  - 

noise - 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the synthesis module. AO, AH and AC are gain parameters. AN is 
a dimensionless nasalisation parameter. Modules denoted Fn, NPn and Pn are spectral poles. 
FZ, NZn and ZI are zeroes. 

The vocal branch contains nine formants, the top three of which are tied and have 
constant frequency distance. The use of this number of formants is motivated by Gob1 
(1988) who required nine anti-resonances when doing inverse filtering on male 
vowels. He suggested some possible reasons for the large number compared to the 
"ideal" acoustic tube. An extra long vocal tract, "singer's formant", and cross- 
resonances interfering with the plane wave propagation were some plausible 
explanations. 

The output of each branch is computed in the logarithmic energy spectral domain by 
adding its source spectrum to the transfer functions of its poles and zeroes. Addition of 
the output of the three branches is ideally performed in the linear domain, which 
requires a conversion into this domain of the energy in each frequency channel and 
conversion into the logarithmic scale of the sum. To increase the speed of the process 
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we have approximated summation in the linear scale by selecting the maximum 
intensity in the logarithmic scale. 

Context-dependent phone representation 
Our acoustic phonetic library is based on context-dependent phones. In this report, the 
units are denoted triphones, diphones or context-free phones if they have specified 
neighbouring phones at both, one or no sides, respectively. Diphones are left- or right- 
dependent with respect to which side of the phone is connected to a specified phone. 
The phones are described at the control parameter level by connected piece-wise linear 
segments. The line representation has been chosen instead of a frame-by-frame 
description for the following reasons. During parameter tracking, continuity constraints 
can be applied, which makes it more robust to tracking errors. It is also a compact way 
of describing the time variations of the parameters in a phone, which will reduce the 
number of parameters that have to be trained. The technique is established in practical 
synthesis systems (Holmes et al., 1964, Carlson et al., 1990, Holmes & Pearce, 1990), 
and a common representation simplifies information transfer between the recognition 
and synthesis domains. 

The time function of each parameter in a phone is currently described by three line 
segments; an initial, a medial and a final segment. The time points of the edges are 
separate for each individual parameter. Figure 2 shows a specification of the line 
segment model. The first two line endpoints are related to the initial phone boundary 
and the last two endpoints to the phone end. In this way, the transitional behaviour at 
the beginning and end intervals can be described independently of the duration of the 
phoneme. The first and last segment must cross the phone boundary, while the middle 
segment is not allowed to extend across a boundary. These constraints have been 
inserted in order to ensure a fixed number of segments in every phone of an utterance. 
The representation is similar to the one used by Holmes & Pearce (1990), except that 
we don't explicitly specify initial and final boundary parameter values and that the 
medial line segment is not restricted to be constant. 

The co-ordinates of the line end points are modelled in time and parameter value by 
a unimodal Gaussian distribution. Training of the phone models is performed in this 
representation. For the purpose of recognition, a spectral model of each phone is 
computed from the control parameter distributions. This is a sequence of subphones, 
each represented by a unimodal Gaussian, diagonal covariance matrix, distribution of 
its static and time differentiated spectral energies. The state duration is also modelled 
as a Gaussian function of the linear or logarithmic duration. The state model for a 
phone is normally a linear sequence of the phone substates. If the average duration of a 
state is small compared to its deviation, this state is made optional by inserting 
bypassing skip arcs. The subphone model parameters are derived from the phone 
model control parameters, as described later in this report. 
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Figure 2. A description of time positioning of the connections between successive line seg- 
ments that approximate a parameter curve. Tb and T, are the initial and final time points, 
resp., of the phoneme boundaries. to and tr are relative to Tb . t2 and t3 are relative to T, . 

Parametric representation 
Formant frequency movements are generally characterised by transitions in the initial 
and the final part of a phoneme, surrounding a region where the formants are constant 
or slowly moving. This characterisation corresponds well with the approximation into 
three line segments we have chosen. Common representation forms in speech 
recognition systems such as filterbank amplitudes and cepstrum coefficients have the 
advantage that they are robust, but their trajectories often have a complex shape due to 
the combined effect of several simultaneous formant movements and voice quality 
dynamics. Nevertheless, the approximation may be useful also for these types of 
parameters if a larger number of segments are used. Goldenthal & Glass (1993) have 
applied the technique for vowel classification. They used fifteen mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients and ten states per vowel, linearly distributed in time. The time 
function of the cepstral coefficients were computed by interpolation between the states 
into nine line segments. 

Another obvious advantage compared to filterbank and cepstrum representation are 
the benefits for adaptation to new speakers and transformation to different speaker 
characteristics, such as male-female differences, regional accent and voice quality. 
Also, the effects of articulatory asynchrony (Blomberg, 1991) are easier to model in 
the production parameter domain. 

Articulatory parameters are possibly even more suitable for approximation by line 
segments than formants. Due to the finite mass of the articulators, time continuity 
constraints can be applied more heavily than in the case of formants. Schroeter & 
Sondhi (1989) have described a system for automatic tracking of parameters in an 
articulatory model where these constraints are incorporated. However, we have judged 
the current accuracy in the extraction of these parameters as insufficient and have 
chosen formant parameters for the segment line approximation. Future improvement in 
techniques for articulatory parameter extraction may motivate the use of this 
representation type. 
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Training 
The control parameter representation of the context-dependent phones is trained using 
an analysis-by-synthesis technique and a search algorithm described below. Currently, 
these modules work in sequence. First, parameters are extracted for each frame 
independent of the surrounding part of the utterance. In a second step, the tracked 
parameter curves are approximated by line segments. The parameter traclung would be 
improved by integrating the two steps and minimising the spectral error given the line 
constraints of the parameters. The search space is, however, substantially increased by 
that technique and we require efficient algorithms to keep the necessary computation 
time within reasonable limits. This is a topic for further development. Sedgwick (1993) 
describes a formant traclung algorithm along these lines. 

Parameter tracking 
To improve the performance of the parameter tracking procedure, it is guided by a 
time-aligned phonetic transcription of the utterance. We have used manually corrected, 
automatically produced label files. Predicted control parameter values for each time 
frame are determined from library look-up of context-free values of the aligned 
phoneme modified by coarticulation and reduction rules (Blomberg, 1993). A range 
around each predicted parameter value is searched for minimisation of the spectral 
distance between the generated synthetic and the natural speech spectrum. In order to 
reduce the search space, the parameters to be optimised vary between broad phoneme 
categories. For each category, those parameters are selected that are judged to have the 
most influence on the spectral shape. Between 15 and 20 parameters are typically 
optimised. 

The search of a tracked parameter vector to a spectral input section is performed by 
a three-level iterative loop, inspired by Carlson & Glass (1992). The outer loop is 
performed until the spectral error falls below a threshold or until a maximum number 
of loops have been executed. In the middle loop, all the parameters to be optimised are 
scanned. In the innermost loop, each parameter is searched through its allowed range 
in a fixed number of steps. The new parameter estimate for the next iteration will be a 
weighted average between the best value in the search range and the previous estimate. 
The stability of the search is increased by this low-pass filtering function of the 
parameter update process. The search range for each parameter is decreased for every 
new iteration loop, which reduces the step size and increases the resolution. 

The spectral distance in the analysis-by-synthesis procedure is a weighted sum of 
the Euclidean distances between the synthetic and the natural spectra and their spectral 
first and second frequency derivatives. Frequency differentiation is incorporated in 
order to enhance differences in spectral shape in relation to differences in absolute 
level of the spectra. 

Spectrum generation 
A full search for optimum parameter settings in the analysis-by-synthesis procedure 
requires a large number of synthetic spectra to be produced and compared to the 
natural speech spectrum. A fast spectrum generation technique is therefore required. 
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vowels often have a constriction in their middle part. This behaviour requires a higher 
number of piece-wise linear segments of the formants. An alternative way of 
accounting for this effect is to divide the phonetic representation of these vowels into 
three subphone segments, representing the first open part of the vowel, the constriction 
part, and the opening interval after the constriction. Thereby the parameter tracks can 
be divided into transitional and intrasegmental lines in the same manner as before. A 
problem with this approach is that the number of phone units is increased and that the 
phonetic context information is damaged. The context of the vowel constriction, the 
medial subphone, will then always be its closure and opening transitions and not the 
adjacent consonants. The coarticulation effect from the adjacent phonemes would 
therefore not be captured by a triphone unit. This might be solved by using a 
hierarchical description of the context. 

It is not required for the middle segment to be stationary. One example where this is 
not the case is the nasalisation effect of vowels before nasal consonants. Since the 
opening of the nasal passage when lowering the velum often occurs within the vowel, 
the medial line segment of the corresponding nasalisation parameter would describe an 
upward transition, while the initial and final segments would have constant low and 
high values, respectively. 

The assignment of parts of the parameter curve to a specific line segment may vary 
in different repetitions of a phoneme. If this effect occurs, the statistical properties of 
the lines will be multimodal and increased training data size and special clustering 
techniques will be necessary to handle this problem. The probability is larger if there 
are several line segments per phone and little restriction on their time positioning. The 
low number of segments and the tying of every second line to a phoneme boundary 
reduce this problem in our implementation. 

Search algorithms 
Dynamic programming is an efficient procedure of implementing continuity 
constraints in the estimation of parameter trajectories. Ney (1981) and Secrest & 
Doddington (1983) used the technique for the smoothing of pitch curves. Schroeter & 
Sondhi (1989) used it to track articulatory parameters. In these studies, a penalty 
function lowered the score for large changes in the parameter value between 
successive frames. 

The continuity constraint in our case is given by the line approximation approach. 
Transitions are not penalised compared to stationarity. Instead, we use the deviation 
from the line segments as penalty function. Itahashi (1978, 1992) used dynamic 
programming to approximate fundamental frequency and formant frequency contours 
by a number of constant value segments or polygonal lines. Carlson & Glass (1992) 
used linear regression for the line approximation and an iterative procedure instead of 
dynamic programming to optimise the connection points between the line segments in 
each phoneme. 

Sedgwick (1993) applied segment-based dynamic programming and line segment 

I approximation in a formant vocoder. The continuity constraints of the formants were 
applied by searching for lines in a time interval, rather than optimising each frame 
individually. The possible formant tracks were determined by interpolation between 
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multiple formant frequency hypotheses for every frame. Interpolation was performed 
between each possible pair of hypotheses at both ends of an assumed segment. The 
accumulated distance over the segment between the interpolated synthetic and the 
natural spectra was used for the optimisation. Sedgwick reported that this is an 
efficient and near-optimal technique of finding simultaneously segment boundaries and 
parameter estimates. 

The tracking of formant frequency contours certainly benefits from the continuity 
constraints of line segments. For example, the difficult problem of measuring two 
close formants of a vowel nucleus becomes much easier by utilising the fact that they 
may be more separated in the beginning or the end of the vowel. Back vowels have 
little difference between the two lowest formants. Swedish [i:] may have a very weak 
F2 in the constricted part, which therefore may easily remain undetected. In the 
frequency range of the higher formants, the frequency resolution of Bark scaled 
filterbanks is so low that two formants may be situated in the same filter channel. The 
formant loci of velar consonants, such as [k] and [g] show proximity between F1 and 
F2 in back vowel context and between F2 and F3 in the context of front vowels. These 
formant pairs may be difficult to separate accurately on a frame by frame analysis only. 
By using a larger measurement window where the constraints of semi-linear behaviour 
of the formants can be applied, the formant tracking can be made much more accurate 
and robust. Dynamic programming is an efficient way of utilising these constraints. 
The amount of processing required is, however, much higher than when the parameter 
extraction and line approximation procedures are separate, which makes it difficult to 
use in a practical situation. Sedgwick solves this problem by generating multiple sets 
of formant hypotheses for each frame. 

We have tried two line approximation techniques. The minimisation criterion in 
both techniques is the mean squared deviation of the line polygon to the corresponding 
parameter curve for the whole utterance. These techniques minimise the error in the 
parameter domain and are therefore not as optimal as the one used by Sedgwick, but 
they may well be extended to spectral distance calculation and integrated optimisation 
of parameter values and piece-wise line segment approximation by means of 
generating more than one tracked parameter set for each frame. 

Our first approach was to require that the endpoint values of the parameter lines be 
positioned on the tracked parameter curve. The second technique used a linear 
regression estimation technique similar to Itahashi (1992) to approximate a number of 
traced values in a given time interval by a straight line. The starting point of the line 
was set to the endpoint of the preceding line. Initial experiments showed somewhat 
better performance for the first method, and we used this technique for the rest of the 
experiments. 

One reason for the inferiority of the regression technique may be that the selection 
of an endpoint of a regression line, given the starting point, the duration and the values 
of the included frames, is not optimal in the dynamic programming sense. In a left-to- 
right oriented search, the selected endpoint of a line segment will at the same time be 
the start of the following line. However, the latter decision is not based on comparison 
to the parameter trajectory. A more correct approach would be to minimise the mean 
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squared deviation error in a three-dimensional space spanned by the time, segment 
number and the parameter value dimensions. 

Polynomial description of parameter tracks 
An alternative to increasing the number of line segments to fit the parameter curves is 
to use a description in form of a polynomial. Second and third order polynomials will 
give a better fit to the parameter movements than straight lines. The rate of change of 
several parameters have a maximum value at phoneme boundaries. A higher order 
polynomial could model this effect in a better way than the piece-wise linear model. In 
experiments with automatic alignment and labelling using the line approximation 
technique, Blomberg & Carlson (1993) found time alignment errors that were judged 
to have been caused by this limitation. An integrated search for frame parameters and 
curve approximation will be more difficult, though, due to the multiple ways of 
polynomial interpolation of a curve between two endpoint values. 

Trained phone quality evaluation 
Spectral distortion measure 
In order to improve the parameter extraction and the line approximation technique, we 
need a measure of the quality of different techniques. One possibility is to compare the 
extracted parameters with "correct" values, determined by manual analysis-by- 
synthesis and inspection of spectrograms. However, it is a difficult, time-consuming 
and non-flexible task to process an utterance in this way. We have chosen an objective 
spectral error criterion to measure the performance of parameter extraction and line 
segment approximation. The error is defined as the average squared Euclidean distance 
per filter between a natural and a resynthesised spectral section. This error is measured 
at two stages; as an average residual error after frame-wise analysis-by-synthesis and 
as the spectral error of resynthesised spectra from line approximated parameters. The 
first distortion measure indicates how closely the synthesis model can model natural 
speech spectra and also how well the analysis-by-synthesis search procedure succeeds 
in finding the optimum parameter vector. The spectral error after line approximation 
also contains the effect of deviations of the real parameter tracks from assumed linear 
time functions. Also the tracking errors are included in this error, specifically those 
that cause discontinuities in the parameter tracks, for example when formant estimates 
jump between decisions during a segment. The error in each frame can be low, but it is 
impossible to connect the estimated parameters by a straight line. 

Another informative error measure is the distortion caused by the averaging process 
of several observations of a phone. It is possible that separate clusters of parameter 
vectors have been found in the analysis-by-synthesis search procedure if there are 
several observations of a certain phone. If a unimodal statistical distribution model is 
used, the average of these parameter vectors may correspond to a spectral shape that is 
very different from all the observed spectra. This error measure is considered to be 
very important but is not yet implemented. 

Apart from the magnitude of the resynthesis spectral error we also measure the 
average error spectrum for every context-dependent phone. This error spectrum gives 
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diagnostic information for improvements in the phone models and it is also subtracted 
from the resynthesised spectra during recognition in order to compensate for 
systematic mismatch between natural and model phone spectra. 

Resynthesis 
An alternative way of evaluating the phone library is to perform resynthesis from the 
trained production parameters into an audible speech signal. The use of production 
parameters and a representation that enables frame-wise updating offers this 
possibility. The purpose of the resynthesis experiments is mainly to perform diagnostic 
evaluation of the trained phoneme library and to verify the function of generation of 
unseen phoneme sequences, rather than developing a synthesis system. The currently 
used frequency resolution of the spectral analysis, 16 Bark-spaced channels between 
200 and 6000 Hz, is too low to produce high quality synthetic speech. In addition, the 
fundamental frequency is not extracted. Nevertheless, some conclusions may be drawn 
that could be of value for the development of synthetic speech. 

The synthesis model is implemented in the digital signal processing software 
package "Aladdin" (Neovius & Ternstrom, 1992), which enables fast reconfiguration 
and testing of the synthesiser structure. One limitation is that the LF voice source 
model is not yet implemented in Aladdin. The differentiated glottal flow is merely 
implemented as a short rectangular pulse. This reduces the naturalness of the 
resynthesised speech. 

Given a phonetic transcription, the appropriate context-dependent phone elements 
are copied from the phone reference library. Triphones, diphones and context-free 
phones are selected in the same way as when building reference templates for 
recognition, described later in this report. Concatenation of the phone elements is 
performed by replacing those line endpoints of a parameter that are situated outside the 
phone boundaries by the internal endpoints of the adjacent phone. According to Figure 
2, the parameter value at time t 2  of a previous phone is linearly interpolated into the 
parameter average at time tl of the following phone. Resynthesis is performed using a 
parameter update interval of 10 ms and a sampling frequency of 16000 Hz. 

Figure 3 shows an example of a synthetic and a natural version of a digit sequence, 
'fyra itta sju' (four eight seven), having the phonetic transcription ['fy:,ra '3,ta 'btt:]. 
This is not copy synthesis of a natural reference utterance, since the synthetic utterance 
is built up from trained phone model averages of the same speaker. There are around 
30 occurrences for every word-internal triphone in the training data. The observation 
number of word boundary triphones is too small to be used. These intervals, marked by 
vertical lines in the spectrograms, are modelled by interpolation between the left- 
dependent word-final diphone of the preceding word and the right-dependent word- 
initial diphone of the following word. The interpolation technique seems to work 
satisfactorily, even though these intervals have not been trained. Especially, the 
transition of the second formant between the two vowels at the first word boundary 
corresponds well to the natural utterance. Formant continuity between fricatives and 
vowels is illustrated in the initial [f] of the natural utterance and the synthetic [b] in 
"sju". 
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Figure 3. Spectrogram displays of the natural (top) and the synthesised (bottom) utterance 
"fyra Htta sju" Cfour eight seven). The synthetic version is generated from concatenated 
context-dependent phones trained on the same male speaker, M I ,  as in the natural version. 
The frequency range of the analysis was 6 kHz. Word boundaries are marked by solid lines. 
The end of the phrase-initial syllable is marked by a dashed line. Note the formant continuity 
between fricative and vocalic segments in both spectrograms. 

Since the phrase position of the phones is not discriminated during training, typical 
duration deviations occur. In the displayed example, the phrase-initial syllable, [fy:], is 
shorter in the resynthesised version. The middle digit is much longer, though. The 
rhythm of the produced speech becomes static and mechanical. The phrase-final 
lengthening effect is captured in the last vowel, though, since that triphone is position- 
sensitive with phrase-end silence as its right context. Informal listening experiments 
reveal that the speech produced is intelligible, however far from natural, especially due 
to the lack of suprasegmental variability in fundamental frequency and durational 
pattern. We have used a linearly descending pitch throughout the utterance. The 
segmental quality is perceived as somewhat indistinct, possibly due to parameter 
modelling limitations caused by low spectral resolution, tracking errors and line 
approximation distortion. 

Generation of unseen triphones 
When selecting phone models of a lexical word, triphones are the best choice, since 
they contain information on both preceding and succeeding phonemes. The variation in 
the phonetic context in the diphone and the monophone models creates large spectral 
variation and their phonetic discriminability is therefore lower. However, if a triphone 
had low occurrence frequency in the training data, it may be better to use a more 
simple model with a larger number of observations. A common technique to account 
for limited training data in systems based on Hidden Markov modelling is deleted 
interpolation (Bahl et al., 1983), which uses all three context models of a phone in an 
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optimal, weighted probabilistic way. It is still inferior in modelling performance, 
though, compared to a corresponding triphone with sufficient number of observations 
in the training data. Tying of models have been used to handle the insufficient training 
data problem. Lee (1989) clustered phones into generalised triphones using entropy 
measures. In later work, decision-tree based algorithms have been used to cluster 
allophones (Bahl et al., 1989) or subphone states (Hwang et al., 1993, Young et al., 
1994). With these techniques, data is shared between different models, thus reducing 
the required training data. The decision-trees can also be used to predict triphones that 
have not occurred at all during training. 

A possibility in our production parameter approach is to concatenate trained phones 
or diphones into triphones using linear interpolation between line end points in 

I 
adjacent units. This way, the wide distribution of both sides of the context-independent 
phones and the non-specified side of left- or right-dependent phones (diphones) are 
replaced by a much narrower distribution of a synthesised triphone with defined 
phonetic context at both sides. We have tried generation of triphones using this 
technique starting from existing diphones and monophones or even, in the case of no 
occurrence of a particular phone in the training data, from parameters in a default 
lookup table. The three basic elements are concatenated in a simple way. According to 
Figure 2, parameter endpoint time and values for co-ordinate to is taken from time 
point t2 of the initial phone. In the same way, the data for co-ordinate t3 are picked 
from time tl of the final phone. The performance of this technique is dependent on the 
validity of the linearity assumption of the parameter trajectories and their variances. If 
the interpolation errors of average or variation between line endpoints are large, then 
triphone concatenation is not expected to give better results than using simpler models, 
such as phones or diphones. 

If the initial and final source phones for concatenation are triphones, the phonetic 
context of the concatenated triphone is extended to a certain degree beyond its 
immediate phoneme neighbours. Since triphones have context specified on both sides, 
this means that the destination triphone may incorporate some coarticulation effects by 
the phonetic context at a distance of two phones. If the medial part of the initial or final 
source triphone is affected by its far end context, then the transitions into and out of the 
destination triphone will also be modified. Still referring to Figure 2, the internal part 
of the destination triphone between tl and t2 is unaffected, but the parameter value at to 
may be influenced by the left context of the initial source triphone. In the same way, 
the end point at time t3 is sensitive to the right context of the final source triphone. This 
is obviously not a complete description of the coarticulatory effects, but it is possible 
that some long range effects will be captured. 

Adaptation 
The production parametric representation is particularly suitable for adaptation to a 
new speaker when there is little speech data available. Since certain feature values can 
be shared within a group of phonemes, observation of one or a few members of this 
group may be used to adapt the whole phoneme group in this respect. Even if the 
phonemes don't have the same parameter values, their values may have a more or less 





midpoint spectra, which proved to be somewhat superior to the segment average. The 
number of subphone states of a phone depends on the spectral similarity within the 
phone, but is limited to a maximum of five. Each state is represented by parameter 
average values and average standard deviation. These are computed as average values 
of the interpolation lines over the interval of the subphone. The duration variances of 
the substates are proportional to their average duration. The variance sum of the 
substates is equal to the duration variance of the entire phone. 

Figure 4. Computation of a line parametric and a spectral substate description of a phone. 
During training, the input spectral frames are converted to line segments. For recognition, 
the line segments are processed downwards to the final spectral substate representation. I 

Input spectral frames I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  

There is high correlation between spectral channels within a frame and also between 
adjacent time points of an utterance. We have not yet included parametric and spectral 
covariances in the parametric or spectral statistical distribution models. During 
recognition, however, we account for this correlation by performing dynamic 
amplitude and spectral balance adaptation (Blomberg, 1993). The spectral deviation of 
an input frame from the reference data is reduced by this module, which should be 
reflected in the training data. We lower the deviation of the amplitude and voice source 
cut-off frequency parameters to account for this effect. We reduce the deviation of 
these parameters by an arbritarily chosen factor = 2. 

Extracted parameters 

Computing the spectral distribution 
The average spectrum to a subphone state is computed simply as the average of the 
frame-wise generated spectra during the duration of the state. The variance is a 
summation of three sources: the local average variance for each frame, the variance 

- 

Line segments \ 
Synthetic frames 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ I ~ I I I I  
Segmentation I I  I I I I  
Spectral substates 
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The spectral statistical distribution caused by this effect can be predicted from a 
single repetition of an utterance. In a conventionally trained system, we need several 
observations to obtain an appropriate estimate of the combined effect of all variation 
sources. It is probable that accounting for this effect would reduce the required training 
data size also in such a system. 

The final spectral variance of the subphone is the sum of the frame-wise, the state- 
wise and the frame rate partial variances. Figure 5 shows an example of spectral 
distribution for the substates of [e:] in 'tre' (three) in phrase final position for a single 
male subject and as averaged over six male speakers. 

Figure 5. Spectral average, standard deviation and average duration for the spectral sub- 
states of phrase final [e:] in word 'tre' (three). Reference speaker MI (lejl column) and 
average of speakers M2-M7 (right). The average spectra are drawn in heavy line. The 
surrounding lines indicate a distance of one standard deviation from the average. 

Recognition system 
The recogniser used in the experiments is based on the system described by Blomberg 
(1993). Spectral matching is performed on 16-channel Bark filter bank logarithmic 
amplitude sections that are exposed to error-feedback dynamic adaptation of amplitude 
and spectral balance. Adaptation to spectral balance is performed in voiced states only 
and is intended to adjust for varying voice qualities. State duration was modelled as 
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uniform between maximum and minimum limits. We have included some 
modifications to that system. Time differentiated spectra have been included in the 
matching score. State duration is now modelled by a Gaussian density function of the 
logarithmic duration value, motivated by Kenny et. al. (1991). Duration limits are still 
in use. The allowed deviation from the state average duration is proportional to the 
standard deviation of the state. The durational contribution to the logarithmic 
probability of a state is 

where 
dur, is the hypothesised duration of the state to be compared, 
Wdur is the weight factor of durational compared to spectral measures, and 

f(dur3) is the logarithmic Gaussian density function of duration dur,. 

The intention of the dur, factor is to give equal numbers of spectral and durational 
comparisons of an utterance, which will be the same as its total duration. The weight 
factor Wdur compensates, to a limited extent, for differences in correlation within the 
spectral and durational measures. A weight factor equal to zero implies rectangular 
distribution, limited by minimum/maximum duration values. 

The recognition procedure uses a separate speech detection algorithm followed by a 
time-synchronous Viterbi search (Viterbi, 1967) to find the most probable path in a 
network of phone substates when matched to the input utterance. The network is 
constructed using a grammar and a lexicon containing single or multiple phoneme 
transcriptions of each word. A simple phonological rule component inserts optional 
pronunciation patterns given a baseform transcription. The component handles word 
boundary and word internal effects. 

The selection of context-dependent phones for a given phoneme depends on the 
number of observations in the training data of the corresponding units. The best choice 
is obviously triphones. If there have been too few observations of the triphone, a 
diphone pair is considered. A diphone pair consists of the first half of a left-dependent 
diphone and the second half of a right-dependent one. If either of these has not 
occurred in sufficient numbers during training, one of the diphones is selected. If both 
diphones have too few observations, a context-independent phone is chosen. As a last 
alternative, a synthetic triphone is constructed based on the default phoneme library 
and rules for coarticulation and reduction used in Blomberg (1993). 

As previously mentioned, there is an average error spectrum assigned to each phone 
unit in the trained library. We can compensate for systematic errors in the analysis-by- 
synthesis parameter extraction procedure by subtracting it from the average spectrum 
that is derived from the parameter statistics for each subphone state of the phone. 

The recognition process is very slow for two reasons. The voice source adaptation 
algorithm is performed in the innermost loop in the Viterbi search. This procedure is 
substantially more process-intensive than other spectral distance measures and 
furthermore is dependent on the result of matching of the previous frames, which 
makes it necessary to recompute the distance between a certain state and a spectral 
frame for every path in the network that leads to this state. The duration window is 
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implemented as an extra search loop, looking at possible beginning states for a certain 
hypothesised segment end point. These two components have been shown to improve 
the recognition performance (Blomberg, 1993), but they slow down the speed of 
recognition considerably, by a factor of 20-100. This limitation has made it necessary 
to reduce the vocabulary size and the number of speakers in the experiments. 

Recognition experiments I 
Speech material and analysis 

I 

The speech material and the analysis technique are the same as in Blomberg (1993). 
Seven male speakers, M1 - M7, read 100 connected Swedish 3-digit strings each. Each 
digit was pronounced 30 times and every digit pair occurred twice for each speaker. 
The silent interval duration between phrases was between 1 and 2 seconds. Some of 
the speakers occasionally inserted short silent intervals between successive digits. They 
occurred in 6% of the cases and were around 80 ms long. The recordings for each 
speaker were divided into ten files, each containing ten phrases. All recordings were 
automatically labelled and manually corrected at the word and phoneme levels. 

The speech signal was digitised using a high frequency preemphasis (+6 dBIoctave 
between 200 and 5000 Hz), a sample frequency of 16 kHz, a 12 bit AID converter and 
an anti-aliasing filter with cut-off frequency 6.3 kHz. A 512 point FFT was performed 1 
using a 25 ms Hamming window and a frame rate of 10 ms. The frequency range from 
200 to 6000 Hz was divided into 16 Bark-scaled channels. Spectral slopes were limited 
to a maximum magnitude value, thus smoothing low energy portions of the spectra. t 
Experiment with reference recogniser 
For reference, we have run recognition experiments on the same data using the 
commercial software package HTK, version 1.5 (Young et al., 1993). It is a Hidden 
Markov Model recognition system that can be configured in various ways to perform 
phoneme or word recognition. We have chosen a configuration that is regarded to be 
common for these kinds of systems, rather than maximising the recognition 
performance. Whole word modelling and embedded training was used. Each word 
model consisted of 10 states, not including initial and final word connection states. 
Silent intervals were modelled by three states. Spectral energy and 12 mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients along with their time-differenced values were chosen as acoustic 
representation. One mixture per state and a single data stream were used for the 
stochastic modelling. No explicit duration model was specified. 

The syntax specified ten three-digit strings per file, separated by silent intervals. 
Silent intervals between digits in a string were optional in multiple speaker training, 
using 'tee' models, i. e., the initial and the final states were connected, thus allowing 
the model to be slupped. In the single reference speaker test, silent intervals within 
digit strings were not allowed, due to the lack of these segments for that speaker. 

The evaluation of the HTK results was performed with the built-in evaluation 
program, which uses dynamic programmlng for aligning the correct sequence with the 
recognition result. This technique selects that alignment between the reference and the 
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result string, which maximises the accuracy criterion. Different penalties for 
substitution, insertion and deletion lead to different accuracy results. We used the HTK 
default settings for these penalties. We trained the system on speaker M1 and 
performed recognition tests on the other six speakers in one experiment and trained on 
all speakers but one and tested the remaining speaker for each of the seven speakers in 
another test. 

Performed experiments with the presented system 
In several experiments, speaker M1 has been used for training and the rest of the 
speakers for testing. The reason for this is comparability with older studies. Since the 
parameters in the initial phoneme library for training have been adjusted to his voice, 
the precision in parameter tracking, and, consequently, the recognition performance, is 
expected to be higher than that of any of the other speakers. We have also used each 
one of the other subjects as a single reference speaker. Multiple-speaker training was 
tested in the same way as the reference system. Speaker adaptation was tested starting 
from MI as reference and using ten three-digit strings from each test speaker for 
adaptation. The number of occurrences of each digit in the adaptation set varied 
between 1 and 5. The vocabulary used is too small to evaluate the technique of sharing 
adaptation between similar triphones, since all word-internal triphones exist in the 
adaptation data and their averages will just replace corresponding information in the 
original reference library. Only word-boundary diphones and monophones will be 
exposed to this modification. The dynamic adjustment of spectral balance of voiced 
sounds during recognition was removed in the adaptation experiment, since the 
intended function of this component is to normalise for inter-speaker voice quality 
variation. Dynamic amplitude adjustment was still active though. The duration weight 
factor, Wdur, was set to 1.0 in all experiments unless otherwise stated. Evaluation was 
performed by comparing digits at equal positions in the test and reference lists without 
realignment. 

Results 
We have measured the resynthesis spectral errors after the analysis-by-synthesis 
procedure and after the line approximation stage for the seven male speakers in the 
speech corpus. They are shown in Figure 6 for different broad phoneme categories. 
The values are averaged over the trained phone library for each speaker. 

The frame-wise spectral errors are generally lowest for speaker M1. This can be 
explained by the fact that the initial parameter vectors for tracking have been adjusted 
to his voice. 

The spectral error of silent intervals displays large difference between the speakers. 
It is somewhat surprising that the error spectrum is high for presumed silent intervals. 
A detailed analysis of the elements of this category reveals that silent intervals between 
words have particularly large approximation errors. In contrast to the rest of the 
speakers, subjects MI, M2 and M6 always pronounced the digit strings continuously 
without pauses, which explains their low error for this phoneme group. 
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All phonemes Silence Vowels 
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Figure 6. Average residual spectral error after frame-wise analysis-by-synthesis and after 
line approximation for male speakers MI - M7 among diflerent phoneme categories. 

The largest errors occur among nasal consonants. The increase of the error from 
frame to line approximation is also larger than for any other category. Neither the 
spectral analysis-by-synthesis technique nor the line approximation evidently performs 
satisfactorily. The line approximation procedure seems to work better for vowels, 
where the line error increase is relatively low. The predicted problem with 
diphtongised vowels does not seem to generate large line approximation errors. For 
fricatives, the opposite is the case. This group has low frame error, but a large increase 
when approximating to lines. The line errors may be explained partly by the irregular 
behaviour of the turbulent noise or simply that the parameter curves are difficult to 
approximate by linear segments. Another possible explanation for the large line errors 
of nasals and fricatives lies in the fact that these are modelled by both poles and zeroes. 
There is a very sensitive spectral dependency in a pole-zero pair configuration. If this 
relation is violated, which is possible in the line approximation procedure, large 
spectral effects may result. These phoneme dependent errors could explain some 
speaker adaptation results later in the report. 

Reference system 
When evaluating the results of the HTK package, we used percent correct word and 
word accuracy measures as defined by HTK, i. e., we used the formulae 
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The recognition results are shown in Table 1. In the single reference speaker test, 
three insertions occurred in the total material of 1800 digits. Utterance detection has 
evidently not been a problem. Hence, the average percent correct and the accuracy are 
very similar. The accuracy varies from 91% to 99% between the speakers, which is 
considered to be normal for this kind of system in the training and testing conditions 
given. The effect of inter-word pauses does not seem to have been a big problem. The 
speaker with the highest number of these intervals, M3, also gets the highest 
performance. All three insertions occurred for his recordings. 

In the multi-speaker reference condition, the accuracy was much improved. An 
average accuracy of 98.8% was achieved. Still higher accuracy would be expected if 
multiple mixture densities were used. 

Table 1. Digit recognition result with HTK. The system was trained on speaker MI in the first 
two rows and on six speakers excluding the test subject in the bottom rows. 

Results of the presented system 
Utterance detection was never a problem for the separate phrase-boundary detection 
algorithm due to high signal-to-noise ratio and no insertions or deletions occurred. The 
result of the presented system for reference speaker MI is displayed in Table 2. The 
average digit recognition rate is 98.2%. This value is higher than that of HTK and there 
is less variation among the subjects, which both may be a result of the source 
adaptation component, which has the ability to compensate for voice quality deviation 
of the tested speaker from the reference. 

Training 
speaker(s) 

M1 

Six male 
speakers 

Table 2. Digit recognition result for six test speakers using speaker MI as reference. 

Average 

96.0 
95.8 
99.1 
98.8 

Correct % 
Accuracy % 
Correct % 
Accuracy % 

Test speaker 

To investigate if inter-word pauses were critical for these results, we removed the 
optional silence between digits. The error rate did not change by this constraint. 

M1 

- 
- 

98 
98 

M4 

91 
91 
100 
100 

M6 
98 

Test speaker 
Correct % 

M2 

97 
97 
99 
98 

M3 
97 

M2 
99 

M5 

93 
93 
98 
98 

M3 

100 
99 
100 
100 

M7 
99 

M4 
98 

Average 
98.2 

M6 

99 
99 
99 
98 

M5 
98 

M7 

97 
97 
100 
100 
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that the majority of the word boundary triphones are concatenated from smaller units 
and that no special effort was made to optimise the connection procedure. 

Speaker adaptation 
For calibration, we first performed speaker dependent training on the adaptation data to 
eliminate the possibility that achieved results are an effect of training rather than 
adaptation. This procedure gave poor performance, as shown in Table 4. One reason 
for this is that context-independent phones have to be used due to too few or no 
observations of diphones or triphones. However, with such a small size of the training 
data, these units are not context-independent but highly biased by its context in the 
training data and will not fit very well to other contexts during recognition. Also, the 
spectral variance will be erroneously high or low. 

Adaptation performs much better than training on the same, small, data. However, 
performing full adaptation of all parameters in all phones in the reference library of 
speaker MI to each of speakers M2-M7 caused the performance to decrease somewhat 
compared to using Ml ' s  unadapted phone library. The effect seemed to be quite 
speaker dependent, though. Suspecting that spurious parameter tracking errors could 
have great influence on the result, we also performed one experiment where nasals, 
who had shown the largest spectral modelling errors, were not adapted. In the next test, 
we only adapted formants and voice source cut-off frequency, as defined in the LF 
model. Finally, we compensated for the analysis-by-synthesis residual error in the 
adaptation data by adding spectral correction to all subphone spectra. 

Table 4. Results of adaptation of dlflerent parts of the phone library. 

Excluding nasals from adaptation did not increase the recognition result. The result 
is better when only formants and voice source cut-off frequency are adapted. Including 
spectral correction raised the result above the unadapted result. The reason for positive 
contribution of spectral correction in speaker adaptation but not in unadapted use of 
M1 as reference is probably that the residual spectral error after analysis-by-synthesis 
generally was larger for the other speakers than for speaker MI .  

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Multi-speaker training 
We performed training on 6 speakers and tested the performance on the seventh 
speaker, for all speakers being used for testing. We used spectral correction. The result 
was 98.4%. This is slightly higher than that of the best single speaker being used as 
reference. Possibly, we gain some performance by averaging the parameters over a 

No adaptation, M1 reference 
Speaker dep. training on adaptation data 
Full adaptation 
No adaptation of nasals 
Only formants and voice cut-off frequency adapt. 
As 5 plus spectrum correction 

Word corr. (%) 

98.2 
84.0 
96.7 
96.6 
97.2 
98.7 
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number of speakers in spite of the theoretical problem of getting correct average 
spectra from averaged synthesis control parameters. A contributing factor is also that 
the observation frequency of the word boundary triphones is large enough to use them 
for the modelling of these intervals. 

Duration weight 
We tried to further improve the performance of the single and multi-speaker reference 
and the adaptation experiments by changing Wdur , the weight of the duration 
contribution in relation to the spectral information, in equation (2). These results are 
shown in Figure 8. The optimal value of Wdur is different in the three test conditions. 
The single speaker reference test gives a maximum recognition rate of 98.5% for a 
Wdur value between 2 and 4. The maximum adaptation result is 98.9% and occurs for 
Wdur = 2. In the multi-speaker experiment, there is a not very pronounced maximum, 
99.1%, for Wdur = 8. Excluding speaker MI as test subject in the multi-speaker result in 
order to have equal test data in the three cases, lowers the result to 98.9%; equal to that 
of speaker adaptation. It seems that the importance of durational compared to spectral 
information is higher in a multi-speaker environment. Phrase-position dependent 
duration modelling is expected to further increase the contribution from the duration 
component. 

0 5 10 15 

Duration weight factor 

Figure 8. The eflect of varying the importance of state duration in relation to spectral 
information for three types of trained phone libraries. In the single reference curve, phones 

1 
are trained on speaker MI. Using adaptation, references are adapted from speaker M1 to 
each test speaker. The multi-speaker references are trained on six speakers excluding the test 
speaker. 

Discussion 
The experiments have shown that it is possible to reach high-performance speech 
recognition using a production oriented representation of the phoneme library. The 
technique to transform trained control parameters into spectral statistical distributions 
worked well for the tested data, even for multi-speaker training. The recognition 
results are similar to those of the reference HMM system that is based on direct 
training of spectral properties. The computational requirements of the system have so 
far limited the tests to a low number of male speakers and a small vocabulary. The 
natural continuation is to use both male and female subjects and a larger vocabulary 
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specification of the parameter trajectories also creates possibilities for utilising 
correlation in time. Common techniques such as mixture densities at the parametric 
and/or the spectral level could also be used in speaker independent applications. 

The extracted information in the phone models is detailed enough to give high 
intelligibility to resynthesised digit strings. The naturalness is still low, though, and the 
segmental quality is somewhat indistinct. Prosodic information will increase the 
naturalness. Phone duration needs to be specific with regard to phrase-position, which 
is probably true also regarding recognition. Resynthesis based on a trained phone 
library is a valuable diagnostic tool both for recognition and synthesis purposes. It 
seems to be as great a challenge to train a synthesis algorithm to produce high-quality 
speech as it is to train a recognition system to reach high recognition performance. 

Increased benefits with the proposed approach for speech recognition are expected 
I 

when we are able to train speaker characteristics. These could be combined to predict 
the pronunciation patterns of a particular speaker, based on a short adaptation session. 
The presented system is considered to be a small step in that direction. 
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